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We will be concerned with the nth order linear difference quation 
Pu(m) = i a;(m) u(m + i) = 0 (1) 
,=o 
where m is in the “interval” I= [a, h] = {a, a + I,..., 6}, where a and b are 
integers. We assume that a,(m) = 1 for m E I and that 
(-lPo(m)>O, m fz I. (2) 
Solutions of (1) are defined on the “interval” I” = [a, b + n]. 
Recently there has been interest (e.g., see [ l-4,6, 9-l I]) in difference 
equations, partly due to Hartman’s paper [S]. We use much of his 
notation in this paper. Difference equations have also become very impor- 
tant due to their applications to numerically solving ordinary and partial 
differential equations. 
Whenever necessary we assume that (1) is defined on the “interval” 
(-co, co) by defining a,(m) = crj(b), m 3 6, and cc,(m) = a;(a), m d a. 
We will be interested in the adjoint operator P* of P, which is discussed 
in more detail in [ 10, 111. Quasi-difference operators A,, 0 <k < n, are 
defined recursively by 
A,o(m) = u(m) 
1 d k d n, where 
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The adjoint operator P* is defined by P* = A,. The adjoint difference 
equation can be written in the form 
P*u(m)=(-1)” i a,(m-n)u(m+n-k)=O. 
k=O 
(3) 
Let u,(m, t) be the solution of Pu(m) = 0 satisfying 
A’u,(t, t) = 6,, j = o,..., n - 1 
where 6, is the Kronecker delta, k = O,..., n - 1. Similarly let u,(m, t) be the 
solution of P*u(m) = 0 satisfying 
d,Uk(S-j, S) = dik, j = O,..., n - 1 
for k = O,..., n - 1. From Theorem 1, [lo] we have that 
A”u,(s, t)=(-l)“+YA,, y-l~,r~p- ,(t+q,s+n-1) (4) 
O<p, q<n-1. 
If u(m) is a solution of (1) restricted to the interval [c, d], then we say 
that u(m) has a generalized zero at m, E [c, d] provided either u(mo) = 0 or 
( - 1 )“u(mo - k) u(mo) > 0, 
cdm,-kcm,<d, where 
u( m, - j) = 0, ldj<k-1 
if k > 1. On the other hand a solution u(m) of P*u(m) = 0 is said to have a 
generalized zero at m, E [c, d] provided either u(mo) = 0 or 
( - 1 )ku(mo + k) u(m,) > 0 
c<m,<m,+k<d, where 
u( m, + j) = 0, l<j<k-1 
if k> 1. 
We now would like to define (k, 12 - k)-disconjugacy. See [ 111 for the 
motivation for our definition. It is pointed out in [ 1 I] that results 
previously obtained by this author are valid for this definition. We will use 
this when we quote previous results due to this author. Theorem 1 is an 
additional motivation for the definition of (k, n - k)-disconjugacy used 
here. We say that Pu(m) = 0 is (k, n - k)-disconjugate on [c, d] provided 
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there is no nontrivial solution u(m) and integers a, p, c<a < a + k 6 
/Id d- n + k + 1, such that either 
u(a + i) = 0, O<i<k-1 
u(P+j)=O, O<jbn-k-2, (if n-ka2). 
and u has a generalized zero at /j’ + n - k - 1 or 
u(a + i) = 0, O<i<k-2 (ifk>2) 
@+A=& O<j<n-k-1 
and u(m) (restricted to [c, d]) has a generalized zero at c( + k - 1. We say 
that the adjoint equation P*v(m) = 0 is (n-k, k)-disconjugate on [c, d] 
provided there is no nontrivial solution u(m) and integers a, /I, c < 
a<a+n-k<fl<d-k+l such that either 
u(B + i) = 0, O<i<k- 1 
u(a+ j)=O, l<j<n-k-l (ifn-k>2) 
and u(m) has a generalized zero at LX or 
u(/l+ i) = 0, l<i<k-1 (if k 3 2) 
u( a + j) = 0, O<j<n-k-l 
and u(m) (restricted to [c, d]) has a generalized zero at /3. 
For linear differential equations the same variation of constants formula 
holds for x > a and x <a. We now see for linear difference quations that 
we have two different variation of constants formulas. 
LEMMA 1 (Variation of constants formulas). (a) (Hurtman) The 
solution of 
Ptl(m) = h(m) 
u(a + i) = 0, O<i<n-1 
is given by 
m -1 
u(m)= c Wm, $1 h(s), a<mdb+n 
s = u 
where u(a) = 0 is understood and U(m, s) for each fixed s is the solution of 
Pu(m) = 0 satisfying 
U(s + i, s) = 0, 1 <i<n-1 
U(s+n,s)= 1. 
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is given by 
bfn 
u(m)= 1 V(m, s) 
h(s -n) 
adm<b+n 
s=m+l cro(s -n)’ 
where u(b + n) = 0 is understood and V(m, s) for each fixed s is the solution 
of Pu(m) = 0 satisfying 
V(s - i, s) = 0, l<i<n-1 
v(s - n, s) = 1. 
Proof For (a) see (4.5) in Hartman’s paper [S] (it is noted there that 
h(m) can be defined arbitrarily outside of [a, b]. We merely give a sketch 
of the proof of (b). 
Assume a + n d p < b + n, then 
b+n 
U(P) = c V(P, s) a”ys-“n: 
s=p+ I 0 
b+n 
u(p-l)= c VP-1,s) ;y;) + UP - 1, P) 
0-n) 
s=p+l 0 ao(p-n) 
bin 
u(p-n)= 1 V(p-4s) 
h(s - n) 
s=p+l sob-n) 
+ V(P-n,p) 4P-n) + ... + V(p-n, p-n+ 1) Q-2n) 
Nob-n) a0(p - 2n)’ 
Using the boundary conditions of V(m, s), multiply each side of the above 
equations by a,( p - n), TV, ~ i( p - n),..., CY.~( p - n), respectively; adding them 
up and finally replacing p-n by m we get that 
l%(m) = h(m), a<mdb. 
It is easy to check that 
b+n 
u(m)= 1 V(m, s) 
h(s - n) 
S=W+l ao(s-n) 
satisfies the correct initial conditions. 
formE[a+k,b+k], vE[a,b]. 
Proof In this proof fix k, 2 < k < n - 1, and let G(m, v) = G,,, -Jrn, v). 
From Theorem 4, [9] for m Q v + n - 1 
G(m, v) 
0 u,(m, a) . . k- Ih a) 
1 u,-,(b+k+l,v+l) u,(b+k+l,a) ... u,-,(b+k+l,a) 
=- 
D . . . . . 
u,-,(b+n,v+l) u,(b+n, a) ... U,t-l(b+n,a) 
(5) 
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The following result is a partial generalization of Theorem 7.1, [S]. 
Under our assumptions (1) need not be disconjugate on [a, h + n]. This 
theorem is the discrete analogue of a corresponding result in [7] (see also 
PII. 
THEOREM 1. Assume 26 k<n- 1 and Pu(m)=O is (j, n -j)-discon- 
.jugate on [a + k - j, b + n + k - j] for j= k - l,..., n - 1, then the Green’s 
function Gk,n+k(m, v) for the (k, n - k)-boundary value problem 
Pu(m) = h(m) 
u(a + i) = 0, O,<i<k-1 
u(b + n -j) = 0, O<j<n-k-l 
satisfies 
(-l)n-kGkn-k(m, v)>O 
and for m>v+n 
Gh 0) 
u,-,(m, v+ 1) u,(m, a) . . . u,- ,(m, a) 
1 u,_,(b+k+l,v+l) u,(b+k+l,a) ... a,-,(b+k+l,a) =--- 
D . . . . 
u,-,(b+n,v+l) u,(b+n,a) ... M,-,(b+n,a) 
(6) 
where 
u,(b+k+l,a) ... u,-,(b+k+l,a) 
D= . . . . . 
u,(b + n, a) . . u,-I(b+n,a) 
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For a fixed v E [a, 61, define for all m in [a, b + n] ti(m) as the right side 
of (5) and C(m) as the right side of (6). So u(m) and C(m) are defined on 
[a,b+n] but G(m,v)=ti(m) for admdv+n-1 and G(m,v)=iT(m) for 
v+n<m<b+n. 
Note that 
fi(a+i)=O, O<i<k-1 
rT(b+ j)=O, k+l<j<n 
and 
C(m)--$m)=uHp,(m,v+ 1) 
(C(m)=ii(m),v+ 1 <m<v+n--1). 
Assume a + k < m <b + k, m >, v + 1, and define the operator M by 
Mu(m) = Wdm, a),..., u,.. lh a), 4m)l 
W4h a),..., u,- ,(m, ~11 ’ 
Set 
h(m) = Wudm, a),..., U,-,(m,a),u,-,(m,v+l)l 
Wdm, a),..., u,- ,(m, a)1 ’ 
Then using z?(m) = ii(m) + u,_ ,(m, v + 1) one can show that r?(m) is a 
solution of the initial value problem 
MzT(m) = h(m) 
iT(b+j)=O, k+lbj<n. 
By Lemma l(b) 
tJ+n 
C(m)= C V(m,s) 
h(s-n+k) 
.s=m+l a&-n+k) 
where B,,(m) is the coefhcient of u(m) in Mu(m) and V(m, s) for each fixed s 
is the solution of Mu(m) = 0 satisfying 
V(s-i,s)=O, ldidn-k-l 
V(s-n+k,s)=l. 
(Assume h(m) = h(a + k), PO(m) = /?,,(a + k) for m Q a + k.) Since for each 
fixed s, V(m, s) is a solution of Mu(m) = 0, V(m, s) is a linear combination 
of u,(m, a) ,..., u,- I(m, a). Hence 
V( a + i, s) = 0, O<i<k- 1. 
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It follows (using Theorem 7, [lo]) that 
V(m, s) > 0 for a+k<m<s-n+k<h+k. 
Note that 
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By Theorem 2, [ 11 J
(-l)“--k&)(m)>0 for a+k<m<b+k (9) 
To determine the sign of h(m) consider for m,s[v + k, b + k], m, > a + k 
W[u,(m,, a),..., 4 ,(m,, a), u,- ,(m,, v + 1 )I 
=(-,)k+‘(-l)+k) 
ukp,(v+n,mo+n-1) ... u,,+,(v+n,m,+n-1) 
X 
ukp,(a+n- l,m,+n- 1) ... u,,-,(a+n- l,m,+n-1) 
. . . 
A ,,~k.luk~,(a+k,mo+n-l) ... A,~k...,U,_l(U+k,m,+n-1) 
by use of (4), the fact that the determinant of a matrix is the same as the 
determinant of its adjoint, and other elementary properties of determinants. 
If this last determinant is zero then there is a nontrivial solution u(m) of 
the adjoint equation satisfying 
u(a + i) = 0, k<i<n--1 
u(v+n)=O 
o(mo+n-j)=O, ldjdk-1 
where a+n-1 <v+n<m,+n-k+l <m,+n-1 <b+n. But Pu(m)=O is 
(j,n-j)-disconjugate on [a-j+k,b+n], j=k-l,..., n-l, so, by 
Theorem 4, [ 1 l] the adjoint equation P*u(m) = 0 is (n -j, j)-disconjugate 
on [a+k, b+n+ j] for j=k- l,..., n - 1. Hence by Theorem 7, [lo], for 
the adjoint equation the existence of u(m) is impossible. If we define 
w(m) = 
u,-,(m,m,+n- 1) “’ u,P,(m,mo+n-1) 
uk-l(u+n-l,mo+n-l) “’ u,-,(a+n- l,m,+n- 1) 
. . . . . 
A n~k~,uk-I(a+k,mo+n-1) “’ A.~k_,u,-,(a+k,mo+n-l) 
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then we have just shown that o(v + n) # 0. By the same argument we get 
that w(m)#O for a+n<mdm,+n-k. 
Claim o(m) is of constant sign for a + n <m d m, + n - k. Assume not; 
then there is an m, such that a+ndm, cm, + 1 <m,+n--k and 
o(m,)o(m,+l)<O. 
To get a contradiction let u(m) be a solution of the adjoint equation 
P*u(m) = 0 satisfying 
u(u + k + i) = 0, O<i<n-k-l 
u(ml) = 1 
u(mo + n -j) = 0, l<j<k-1. 
Since u(m) is a linear combination of uk ~ ,(m, m, + n - l),..., 
u,..,(m,m,+n-1) we have that 
WI) v,-,(m,,m,+n-1) ‘.. v,-Am,,mo+n-l) 
u(m,+l) v,~,(mI+l,mo+n-1) ... u,~,(m,+l,m,+n-1) 
v(a+n- 1) u,-,(a+n-l,m,+n-I) .‘. v,_,(a+n-l,m,+n-1) = 0. 
A.-,-,u(a+k) d.-,~,vk~I(a+k,m,+n-l) ... d.-k~,vk(a+k,mo+n-l) 
Expanding along the first column and solving for u(ml + 1) we get that 
u(m, + l)= dml+l)co 
Nml) ’ 
Hence o(m) is of constant sign for a + n 6 m 6 m, + n - k. Therefore 
sgn o(v + n) = sgn o(a + n) 
= (_ 1)“~k( _ l)(k-l)(n-k+l) 
by use of Theorem 3, [ 111. Since 
h(m )= (-l)k+1(-l)k(“+%(V+n) 
0 Wuk(mo, a),..., u,- l(mo, aI1 
it follows that 
h(m,) > 0. 
By the arbitrariness of m, we conclude that 
h(m) > 0, v+k<m<b+k. (10) 
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It is easy to check that 
h(v + i) = 0, l<i</C--I. (11) 
From (7) we get for a+k<mdb+k, v+ 1 <m 
m+n-k-1 
because of the initial conditions of V(m, s). 
It follows from (8)-(11) that 
(-l)n-kC(m)>O for a+k<m<b+k, v+lGm. 
We now show that 
(-l)“-%(m)>0 
for a+k<m<b+k, m<v+n-1. To this end define an operator Q by 
Qu(m) = WC% ~ kh b + k + 1 J,..., u,- ,(m, b + k + 11, u(m)1 
W[unpk(m, b+k+ 1) ,..., u,_,(m, b+k+ l)] ’ 
for a<m<v+-n-k-l, mdb. 
Set 
H(m)= - 
W[kk(m, b+k+ l),..., u,-,(m, b+k+ l), u,-,(m, v+ l)] 
W[uHpk(m, b+k+ 1) ,..., ~4,~,(m, b+k+ l)] 
for a<m<v+n--k- 1, mdb. It follows from ii(m)=fi(m)- 
U, ~ ,(m, v + 1 ), that G(m) is a solution of the initial value problem 
QzT(m) = H(m) 
ti(a + i) = 0, Obi<k- 1. 
By Lemma l(a) 
m- I 
U(m)= 2 lJ(m,s)H(s) 
1 = (I 
where for each fixed s, U(m, s) is the solution of Qu(m) = 0 satisfying 
U(s + i, s) = 0, l<idk-1 
U(s+k,s)= 1. 
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Since, for each tixed s, U(m, s) is a solution of Qu(m) = 0 we have that 
U(m, s) is a linear combination of u,_Jm, b + k + 1) ,..., u,- ,(m, b + k + 1). 
Hence we can think of U(m, s), s fixed, as being defined on [a, b + n] and 
from the above statement we have that 
U(b + k + i, s) = 0, ldi<n-k. 
It follows from Theorem 7, [lo], that 
Wm, s) > 0, a+k<s+k<m<b+k. (12) 
We now determine the sign of H(m) for a Q m < v + n -k - 1, m d b. It is 
easy to check that 
H( v + i) = 0, l<i<n-k-l. (13) 
We will now show that 
(-l)“PkH(m)>O, admQv,m<b. (14) 
TO this end fix m,&[a, v], m, 6 b and consider 
W[h-k(m~, b+k+ 1) ,..., u,-,(m,, b+k+ l), unp,(m,,, v+ l)]. 
By use of the formulas (4), the fact that the determinant of a matrix is the 
same as the determinant of its adjoint, and elementary properties of deter- 
minants we get that this determinant is the same as 
C-1) nfk- I(+(n+k)k 
unpkpl(v+n,m~+n-l) “. unp,(v+n,m,+n--1) 
u,~,~,(b+n+k,m,+n-1) ... o,_,(b+n+k,m,+n-1 
. . . . . . 
A kplu, ~pI(b+n+l,mo+n-l) ... A,~,u,~,(b+n+l,m,+n- 
1 
-1) 
But this last determinant is zero iff there is a solution v(m) of the adjoint 
P*u(m) = 0 satisfying 
u( m, + k + i) = 0, l<i<n-k-l 
u(v + n) = 0 
u(b+n+j)=O, l<j<k. 
But this is impossible by Theorem 7, [lo] applied to the adjoint equation 
P*o(m) = 0. Hence if we set 
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v,-,P,(m,m,+n-l) ... o,-,(m,m,+n-1) 
V n-k- ,(b+n+k,m,+n-1) ... u,,_,(b+n+k,rn,+n-1) 
. . . . . 
A k- ,~~-~m~(b+n+ l,m,+n-1) ... Akp,u,._,(b+n+ l,m,+n- 1) 
then we have just shown that o,(v + n) # 0. Similarly, w,(m) # 0 for 
m,+n<m<b+n. 
As shown earlier in this proof for o(m) one shows that w,(m) is of con- 
stant sign on [m, + n, b + n]. 
Since sgn w(v + n) = sgn w(b -t- n), we get that 
o(v+n)>O. 
But 
-(_l),,+k~‘(-l)(~J+k)ku(v+n) 
H(mo)= W[u,p,(mo, b+k+ 1) ,..., U, ~,(m,, b+k+ l)] 
and so it follows that 
By the arbitrariness of m, we get that (14) holds. But for 
a<m<v+n-1, m<b+k 
m-k m- I 
C(m)= 1 U(m,S)H(s)+ C u(m, s) ff(s) 
= 1 U(m, s) H(s) 
s=(I 
by the initial conditions of U(m, s). It follows from (12)(14) that 
for a+kdm<v+n- 1, m<b+k, and the proof is complete. 
Theorem 1 generalizes Theorem 8, [lo]. Note the example given there 
which implies that. you cannot remove one of the hypotheses of Theorem 8, 
[lOI. 
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